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Nomination Title: Client Health Insight (CHI) Predictions – Improving Customer Churn and Expansion 

by Predicting Changes in Customer Usage 

Overview: 

Using Artificial Intelligence (AI), IBM has created a solution that predicts which customers are likely to 

expand, reduce or discontinue their usage of IBM’s XaaS offerings three months in advance. This project 

has helped Customer Success Managers (CSMs) and their teams by delivering alerts in their preferred 

Customer Relationship Management tools so they can prioritize nurturing clients with high risk of churn 

as well as up-selling clients who are likely to expand in their usage. CHI Predictions has made IBM’s 

CSMs more effective by directing their attention to customers who most need it – facilitating adoption 

and expansion of IBM’s XaaS offerings. Additionally, CHI Predictions are being used to trigger automated 

e-nurture campaigns to help customers learn about specific features, receive offering support and 

consider complimentary offerings without the need for CSM intervention. Since its introduction at the 

end 2019, use of this solution has helped drive a 5% reduction in cases of customer decline across the 

XaaS portfolio.  

What We Did: 

Prior to CHI Predictions, CSMs had no forward-looking view of their clients’ health and relied on 

stagnant dashboards, business rules and constant client contact to understand the health of their 

clients. CSMs are spread thin often supporting dozens of clients at a time, with a significant portion of 

IBM’s XaaS ACV having no CSM coverage at all. They relied primarily on which customers were up for 

renewal each quarter as well as the size of the customer to determine how to spend their time 

interacting with clients. 

IBM’s Chief Analytics Office partnered with the IBM Digital Growth and Commerce team to develop CHI 

Predictions. The project team engaged with stakeholders across the XaaS business, including sales 

enablement, offering management, digital marketing and CSMs to deeply understand this business and 

ensure we captured as much expertise as possible in our approach. The team concluded that leveraging 

client-centric usage data to make predictions would be an innovative approach to capture insights into 

how IBM’s customers are using offerings and how their behaviors change over time. As a result, the 

project team trained machine-learning models to make decline and expansion predictions based on 

historical customer usage data, support ticket information and entitlement data. These models learn 

patterns across this client-centric data to capture signals indicative of customer churn and expansion. 

For each customer and offering pairing, we calculate and provide the customer’s propensity to increase, 

maintain or decrease in usage over the next 90 days. 

We conducted a pilot program with frequent roundtable discussions with CSMs and digital marketing to 

get feedback, understand business value and improve our solution. Our end-users were very excited to 

better support their customers with CHI Predictions, but they consistently asked to better understand 

why our models were predicting certain outcomes. Since our CSMs were spread so thin – they did not 

always know their clients well enough to have a focused discussion based on specific business needs. 

Similarly, our marketing teams needed additional information about what is driving customer usage to 

make appropriate recommendations through automated e-mail campaigns. IBM’s client success teams 

wanted guidance on the types of conversations they should have with their customers as a result of our 

predictions. Armed with this feedback, we spent time building out “annotations” to our predictions – 



complementary explanations as to which model features are driving our predictions. For example, we 

might predict “Customer X is 80% likely to decline in usage over the next three months, based on an 

uptick in critical support tickets over the past three weeks.” We learned quickly that to foster trust 

with our client success teams and help them drive meaningful business value, we needed to build 

explainability and actionability into our predictions. Our annotations meaningfully improved adoption 

and allowed our client success teams to have specific nurture conversations with our customers. 

Customer and Business Impact: 

CHI Predictions have already helped CSMs prioritize their time, driving a 5% improvement in preventing 

cases of customer decline in usage across IBM’s XaaS portfolio. Modeling efforts have been very 

successful, correctly predicting whether a customer was likely to expand, maintain or decline in usage 

with greater than 80% accuracy. Our strong model performance combined with our annotations have 

allowed client success teams to better use their time by focusing on the clients most in need of support 

and attention. Through automated e-nurture campaigns, IBM can nurture more customers with the 

same number of customer success managers as well as more effectively meet the needs of those 

customers. By predicting which customers need attention and providing guidance about what those 

customers’ needs are, IBM client success teams are able to proactively solution for our customers which 

both saves time and helps our customers know that IBM is in-tune with their business needs.  

Not only has CHI Predictions made IBM’s client success teams more efficient and effective, but in turn, 

we are helping IBM’s customers succeed with CHI Predictions. Within our LAER model, we are driving 

adoption by understanding which customers are at risk of not effectively using our offerings and risk 

defecting altogether. We are also driving expansion by identifying successful customers who are likely to 

continue growing and make recommendations about how IBM can best meet their growing needs. We 

are helping clients get critical support tickets addressed, ensuring our clients needs are appropriately 

matched to the correct offerings and driving growth for our customers as they progress along their 

cloud journeys. Finally, CHI Predictions help our customers know we are there for them. We are helping 

our customer success teams have the right conversations at the right times with our customers which 

fosters healthy long-lasting relationships.  
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